Medical Management of Acute Foot Injury in Diabetic Patients
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Abstract

Diabetic foot is the main cause of hospitalization in diabetic patients and the most common cause of lower extremity amputation. Infection and ischemia are the main risk factors for major amputation and death in case of critical diabetic foot ulcers. In case of acute diabetic foot, a specific limb salvage protocol should be adopted to reduce the risk of amputation and general complications. Immediate surgical approach and medical management are required. The aim of this paper is to define step by step the medical approach in case emergency acute diabetic foot patients: early diagnosis, acute offloading, antibiotic therapy, management of peripheral revascularization, treatment of general conditions. Each stage is adequately analysed and described according to scientific evidences and personal experience.
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Introduction

Diabetic Foot (DF) is considered a serious complication of diabetes determined by an injury of peripheral nervous system and lower limbs arterial disease. Epidemiological data report that Diabetic Foot Ulcers (DFUs) affect up to 15% of diabetic population. This condition is considered the main reason of hospitalization and the first cause of minor and major amputation in diabetic subject [1-4]. Even, if recent papers have reported a progressive reduction of amputation rate in many developed countries, mainly Europe and USA, nowadays more than 1 million of diabetic subjects are amputees [5,6].

Acute Diabetic Foot (ADF) can be considered as a condition of acute foot injury that implies a high risk of minor or major amputation. Sometimes ADF can have a critical evolution and a systemic involvement that leads to a life-threatening condition. Ischemic and infected ulcers are the main cause of ADF and when they appear simultaneously the risk of amputation increases dramatically [7,8].

In the recent years, considerable improvements have been made both in the diagnosis and treatment of DF. The contribution of updated guidelines and the implementation of multidisciplinary approach have allowed spread knowledge in the field of DF. A standard protocol to treat ADF was not completely identified even if the approach during acute phase is usually defined by some established key points in association to clinicians’ skills and individual experience [9]. The management of DFUs during acute phase is characterized by two key points: detection of ADF and treatment. The diagnosis requires the recognition of infection and/or peripheral ischemia while the treatment needs both surgical and medical management.

Diagnosis of ADF

Infection and ischemia are the two components that separately or together may be responsible for ADF.

Infected diabetic foot

To identify an infectious process and its spread along the foot, clinicians should know foot anatomical architecture and foot compartments to recognize the entry point of infection and its progression along the spaces determined by tendons ligaments and plantar fascia. This condition is often due to their anatomical structure and poor vascularization that allows an easy progression of infectious process. In some cases, the infection can move from areas of higher to lower pressure, particularly in case of neuropathic infected plantar ulcers. In fact, the pressure exerted by the weight on plantar area can allow the spread of infection on metatarsal heads and the osteomyelitis can cause the rupture of joint capsule; in this way the purulent collection get through the plantar compartment involving also the dorsum of the foot. In other circumstances plantar infection can reach the dorsal area through the interosseous compartment due to high infectious pressure developed in the central compartment. As mentioned before, when the infection causes a compartment pressure higher than microcirculation, a secondary arterial ischemia appears producing the necrosis of involved tissues; further, infectious process and inflammatory response can determine the vascular injury of digital arteries followed by the thrombosis and gangrene of affected toes [10].

Therefore, only a careful inspection of the foot allows identifying the starting point of the infection, often represented...
by a foot ulcer surrounded by a red, warm and painful area. The presence of areas of redness in the plantar or dorsal aspect of the foot may help in detecting the spreading of the infection to deeper areas. Handling the foot and pushing over the areas of redness may reveal the presence of areas of fluctuation where a purulent collection may be occulted. Sometimes this procedure allows that purulent material goes out from the wound, revealing the route followed by the infection to reach the deeper areas. The prompt recognition of phlegmons and abscesses is a crucial step because the delay in the drainage of purulent material and debridement of infected tissues may result in a further extension of the infection and an increased tissue loss [11,12]. Clinical assessment of infectious process may be driven by a steady international classification that identify four levels of severity (PEDIS classification: perfusion, extent/size, depth/tissue loss, infection and sensation): grade 1: no symptoms or signs of infection; grade 2: involvement of the skin and subcutaneous tissue, presence of erythema around the ulcer more than 0.5 cm and less than 2 cm; grade 3: involvement of the structures deeper then skin and subcutaneous tissue, presence of erythema > 2 cm but without signs of systemic inflammatory response; grade 4: grade 3 plus at least 2 signs of systemic inflammatory response (temperature > 38°C or < 36°C, Heart rate > 90 beats/ min, Respiratory rate > 20 breaths/ min or PaCO₂ < 32 mmHg, White blood cell count > 12000 or < 4000 cell/ uL or 10% immature band. Usually this condition is characterized by systemic toxicity and metabolic instability up to shock. Attention should be paid to grade 3 and 4, two infection’s levels that imply respectively the risk of limb and life-threatening [13-16].

In the identification of infection severity, imaging (x-ray, computed tomography, magnetic resonance) occupies a meaningful role mainly to detect the bone involvement and gas area in the deeper tissues. Therefore, instrumental exams should be often coupled to clinical evaluation.

Ischemic diabetic foot

Peripheral Arterial Disease (PAD) is the other risk factor for major amputation. Critical Limb Ischemia (CLI) should be identified in acute phase to allow a prompt revascularization and get limb salvage [17,18]. The study of vascular disease provides a first clinical evaluation of peripheral arterial pulses (femoral, popliteal, dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial artery) followed by first level (Ankle-Brachial Index (ABI), Toe-Brachial Index (TBI)), Transcutaneous Oxygen Pressure measurements (TcPO₂), ultrasound color duplex (US) and second level examinations as Magnetic Resonance (MRI) or Computed Tomography (CT) if required [19-24]. ABI < 0.9 identifies a condition of PAD while values < 0.4 define a critical limb ischemia. Values > 1.3 are not reliable because of often vascular calcifications can affect the exam and in this case we cannot exclude a peripheral ischemia [25-26]. TBI defines a condition of CLI when < 0.50 [19]. TcPO₂ is a useful tool to know the chance of wound healing. Values < 30 mmHg identify a CLI that requires revascularization to allow wound closure. However, TcPO₂ values must be always associated with ulcer findings (extension, deep, infection), to assess the possibility of re-epithelialisation and the need for limb revascularization [20]. US are a sensitive and specific exam to study peripheral blood flow. It allows identifying the patency of vessels, the type and speed of the flow, providing often an accurate description of vascular disease. However, its appropriateness is related to skills operator and adequate experience is required [21,22]. MRI and CT are the gold-standard to detect PAD. They provide a whole evaluation of stenosis or obstructions driving surgeon or interventional radiologist in the revascularization [23,24]. Clinicians should define the appropriate test according to general patients’ conditions, especially to kidney function. In fact, in case of CT the risk of Contrast Induced Nephropathy (CIN) need to be careful evaluated while in case of estimated glomerular filtration rate < 30 ml/min MRI can not be performed due to the risk of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis dependent on Gadolinium administration. Further MRI cannot be indicated in patients with pace-maker, sutures and metal implants, claustrophobic [27-29].

Treatment of ADF

The management to ADF can be divided in surgical and medical. The surgical approach includes surgical debridement of infected tissues followed by antibiotic dressing and revascularization (bypass or endovascular treatment) in case of limb ischemia. The medical management includes: medical treatment of infectious process, adequate offloading, management of revascularization, and assessment therapy in case of revascularization, treatment of systemic factors interfering on general condition and wound healing (Figure 1).

The aim of this review is to report the medical approach in the management of ADF.

Medical treatment of infectious process

Medical treatment is based on Antibiotic Therapy (AT) that will be necessarily coupled to surgical treatment in case of infection. Therefore, the selection and the management of antibiotic drugs is a key point in the treatment of ADF. In fact, AT can be considered the “second scalpel” in the treatment of infections. In case of clinical signs of infection, systemic AT should be given even if the pathogen has not been yet isolated from...
ulcers [30-33]. Initially empirical broad spectrum therapy should be administered and later adapted to microbiological results. In DFUs, mainly in case of gangrene or deeper infections, several clusters of pathogens can be involved: gram-positive (especially cocci), common and less common gram-negative (Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii) and also anaerobes. Sometimes DFU may be simultaneously infected by microorganism belonging to different groups [34,35]. Therefore the initial regimen requires an association of antibiotic drugs that usually includes an agent active against Gram-positivi cocci, mainly Staphilococcus Aeurus. The most common and appropriate associations are fluoroquinolones + daptomycin or linezolid or vancomycin, piperacillin/tazobactam + daptomycin or linezolid or vancomycin, ertapenem or meropenem + daptomycin or linezolid or vancomycin. Tigecycline and Teicoplanine are two steady options against Gram-positive, while Colimicine is often effective against Gram-negative species resistant to common AT, particularly Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii [35,36]. An increased antibiotic-resistance needs to be considered in the assessment of AT. The spread resistance to common antibiotic is generally associated to poor outcomes [37,38]. This consideration is relevant especially for the continuous development of Meticillin Resistant Staphilococcus Aeurus (MRSA) in hospitalized patients. Therefore, MRSA should be considered in the choice of empirical broad spectrum therapy. In the suspicious or evidence of MRSA infection, an early treatment is required and linezolid, vancomycin and daptomycin seem to be effective [36,39]. During the treatment it is useful to repeat microbiological cultures to adjust AT especially in case of failed first therapy. Tissue or bone sample are preferred for their higher sensitivity if compared to simple swab [40].

AT should be defined by adequate clinical evaluation. Initial appropriate therapy should be given according to severity of infectious process, wound characteristics, kidney and hepatic function, patient compliance, antibiotic allergy and tolerability [41]. During the treatment both wound characteristics and evolution of infectious process should be strictly followed. In case of lack of clinical improvement, empirical AT must be modified according to microbiological results [42].

There is not a single opinion on the length of treatment. Usually the severity and extension of infections, the tissues involved and the response to treatment guide the clinicians [15,30,31,43,44]. In case of severe and deeper infection with bone involvement, four-six weeks of treatment are often required. In case of longer therapy, blood counts parameters values, kidney and hepatic function need to be closely monitored. However, the management of AT is related often to medical judgment and clinical knowledge. In case of sepsis, close evaluation of skin temperature, inflammatory markers, mainly leukocytes, C-reactive protein, erythrocyte sedimentation rate and procalcitonin can help clinicians to define the course of infectious process and the management of AT [45].

Particular attention should be given to bone infection. Osteomyelitis are often the complication of infected DFUs with involvement of soft tissues that can appear in 60% of cases in severe infected wounds [41]. The most accepted criteria for diagnosis is the isolation of bacteria from adequate sample bone, minimizing contamination, associated to histological inflammation signs and/or osteonecrosis [46]. In case of any chance to perform bone sample, clinical signs (purulent secretion into the bone, exposed bone, positivity of probe to bone test, non-healing ulcer after 6 weeks of standard care), laboratory test (increased c-reactive protein and erythrocyte sedimentation rate) and imaging findings (bone disruption, osteolysis area and bone marrow edema at x-ray and MRI) should be considered [47-50].

The management of osteomyelitis is nowadays a controversial item; in fact recent report observed comparable outcomes between surgical approach through bone resection and antibiotic therapy [51-54]. Each case needs medical or surgical treatment according to clinician evaluation and medical knowledge; in case of high risk of surgical treatment (loss of foot function and transfer ulceration), confined infection without extensive involvement of soft tissues and untreated lower limb ischemia, patients may be treated by medical therapy. Surgical approach is preferred in case of risk of infection spread, severe bone destruction, purulent bone secretion, persistence of infection, and inability to medical therapy administration, low tolerability to long antibiotic regimens and bone destruction associate to the impairment of foot function [40].

**Adequate offloading**

Protection of ulcer area from external injury and pressure, especially for plantar ulcers, need to be ensured. In fact, it is well known that inadequate offloading delay the wound healing [55-58]. Briefly, offloading can be usually divided in removable and non-removable. Non removable Total-Contact Cast (TCC) is absolutely contraindicated in case of limb ischemia, deep infection, abscess, phlegmon and osteomyelitis. Therefore, in case of ADF clinicians suggest the use of removable cast walkers, therapeutic shoes and custom insoles according to patients conditions, ulcer localization and tolerability [59,60]. Each offtheses or therapeutic shoes should aim to reduce pressures in the area of ulceration and remove any injury that could hamper physiological wound healing and induce local pain. In some circumstances, after extensive surgical debridement and risk of bleeding or in case of administration of some medications in particular areas of the foot with a higher risk of trauma, patients should observe a rest period.

**Management of lower limb revascularization**

In case of ACD, clinicians should define the best approach to treat limb ischemia. The choice is between surgical and Endovascular Treatment (ET). It is well known that percutaneous angioplasty allows similar results in terms of limb salvage when compared open surgery [61-64]. However this treatment is less aggressice and reports fewer complications in patients with poor clinical conditions, therefore it is feasible also in fragile patients who cannot candidates for surgery. Further, ET showed better results in Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) patients, especially in
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According to our experience and scientific data, we retain that angioplasty should be considered a useful approach to treat PAD in diabetic patients, reserving surgical treatment for well defined conditions that cannot be considered for ET.

Assessment therapy in case of revascularization

In case of PAD also cerebrovascular and coronary districts are often affected by arterial disease. Therefore, in case of ADF that need lower limb revascularization, cerebrovascular and cardiology evaluation should be performed. Neurological vascular risk is usually evaluated by US of epiaortic vessels. In case of significant stenosis or ulcerated plaque, MRI or TC could be help clinician to better define arterial disease and the need of treatment. In fact, carotid stenosis > 70% or ulcerated plaque should be treated before treating limb ischemia [68].

Patients affected by ischemic or neuropathic ulcers show often silent myocardial disease that need to be detected before lower limb revascularization [69-71]. A full assessment includes clinical evaluation (detection of angina, dyspnea, rhythm modification), electrocardiogram, echocardiogram and, in case of suspected myocardial ischemia, stress test and myocardial scintigraphy (preferred in diabetic patients) [72,73]. In case of evidence of ischemic heart disease or recent changes at clinical and instrumental evaluation, coronary angiography must be performed before lower limb revascularization. Obviously each test and the operative strategy is established according to clinician judgment and hospital organization.

Once defined the need of lower limb revascularization, in case of endovascular approach adequate dual anti-platelet therapy should be given: cardioaspirin 100 mg plus Clopidogrel 75 mg or Ticlopidine 250 mg one/time a day 2-3 days before the procedure and at least for 30 days after [67]. In case of simultaneous anticoagulant therapy (atrial fibrillation, valvuloplasty) it is mandatory to adapt therapy according to clinical evaluation and patients risk factors for thromboembolism or bleeding. Some comorbidities score to define both bleeding and thrombotic risk could help clinician in their approach (eg. Crusade and CHADVAS score) and strict control of blood coagulation is mandatory. Further perioperative management requires control of blood volume, correction of electrolytes, evaluation of acid-base balance, stabilization of vital organs [74].

In case of endovascular revascularization, the risk of Acute Kidney Injury (AKI) related to administration of Contrast Medium (CM) must be considered. In fact, Contrast Induce Nephropathy (CIN) is responsible in 11-14, 5% of cases of AKI, increasing the risk of dialysis treatment, the length of hospitalization, the hospital complications and the mortality rate at 1 year [75-78]. Further, in diabetic patients with pre-existing Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) the risk can reach sometimes the 40%. Therefore clinicians should apply a defined prophylactic strategy. Adequate hydration with 0.9% NaCl is required 12 hours before the procedure and at least 12 hours after (usually 1 ml/kg/h, reduced to 0.5 ml/kg/h in case of heart failure with ejection fraction less than 35%) and nephrotoxic drugs should be discontinued at least the day of the procedure according to clinical conditions (loop-diuretics, NAIDs, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor, angiotensin receptors blocker, nephrotoxic antibiotics like vancomycin, aminoglycosides, amphotericin-B), a low amount of CM and low or iso-osmolar CM with appropriate dilution should be administered (< 120 ml). Serum creatinine levels need to be evaluated the day of the procedure and at least for the three days after to detect any AKI and adopt a prompt treatment. Some nephrologists suggest the use of acetyl-cysteine and sodium bicarbonate to reduce the CM injury, however literature data are poor and these medications are not recommended but not excluded [79].

Treatment of systemic factors interfering on general condition and wound healing

ADF is a condition that can lead high glycemic levels, especially in case of infectious process. Hyperglycemia can negatively influence the wound healing process and metabolic impairment can have systemic effects. In fact, acute hyperglycemia increases the mortality rate through several mechanisms, mainly enhancing hospital infection, prothrombotic state and myocardial ischemia [80]. Usually surgical debridement with the removal of infected tissues and AT improves glycemic levels. However, to obtain adequate control, glycemic values should be observed before and 2 hours after the meal to adopt appropriate medical therapy. Usually insulin is preferred to oral medication due to its better management and lower risk of hypoglycemia [81-85]. Metformin must to be discontinued mostly for the risk of lactic acidosis mainly in cases of CM injection [79,86].

Generally extended ulcers cause a catabolic state with loss of a large amount of calories [87-89]. This condition leads a reduced regenerative capacity of injured tissues and nutritional deficiency is related usually to poor clinical condition. Therefore, malnutrition screening and adequate nutritional support should be ensured. Serum albumin < 3,5 gr/ dl, total lymphocytes < 1,800 mm3, prealbumin< 15 mg/dl and transferrin <150 mg/dl are useful parameters to detect a condition of malnutrition [90-93]. In particular, low values of albumin and recent weight loss have proved to be independent predictors of mortality and hospital complications [94,95]. In this context the treatment of anemia play a strong role. Even if its relationship with diabetic foot complication is not completely clear, it is well established its association with the risk of major lower limb amputation [96,97]. Further, haemoglobin levels should be careful monitored.
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in patients who performed surgical by-pass or endovascular revascularization due to the increased risk of operative bleeding.

Diabetic patient with DFUs usually shows major or minor depressive syndrome. This condition can influence physical condition and prognosis [98-102]. Therefore mood alteration needs to be detected and treated. In this respect also local pain should be treated to improve quality of life and psychological state. Paracetamol and opioids are the most used with good effectiveness.

Conclusions

ADF is a serious condition that leads in some cases to limb-threatening or life-threatening. Therefore, this framework requires an early diagnosis and a careful evaluation. Severe foot injury could imply a systemic impairment and in this context medical management plays a key role. Usually these patients show poor general conditions and hospitalization is often required. Although a standard protocol is not completely established, some treatment points are well defined. However medical approach is usually adapted to clinical knowledge, experience and hospital policy. In our opinion, the assessment of patient with ADF is defined by two key points: early diagnosis and tailored treatment. The diagnosis of ADF condition requires immediate recognition of infection and its possible spread along foot compartments. Further, the detection of peripheral limb ischemia should be performed. The treatment includes surgical and medical approach. Surgical approach is defined by repeated debridement to remove any infected tissues, antiseptic dressings and lower limb revascularization in case of reduced peripheral blood flow (by pass or endovascular procedure). Medical approach needs adequate antibiotic therapy, offloading, assessment therapy in case of revascularization and strict control of general conditions.

In conclusion we retain that patients affected by DFUs are complex patients the need often hospitalization, strict control of vital function, careful monitoring of wound evolution. In the management of DF global knowledge is required and the multidisciplinary approach is essential for adequate treatment and to ensure better results in terms of limb salvage and systemic complications.
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